20 Nov. teg"]	-' PATIALA ON RULERS' .CLAIMS       ;	jpi-
Within the orbit of the British Empire there are to-day^various Dominip.ns, each
of which has a status of its own vis-a-vis the world and the Empire. India will have
to have her own constitution. The Viceroy has ensured that India's constitutional
problem will be solved in a dignified manner and, let us hope, to the satisfaction of
all parties concerned, and thus all untoward developments would be averted, as
might have created insurmountable barriers between British India and .Indian Ififta
and may have resulted in widespread and avoidable human suffering.	"'
I most earnestly trust that such a great opportunity will not be missed for the
sake of mere sentiment, party, gain or personal prestige. The higher interest of the
Motherland, I have no doubt, would be permitted to transcend all such ephemeral
considerations. At the same time it is obvious that the maximum advantage can
be derived from this unique opportunity only if we compose all our differences and
go to the conference truly united in heart and mind.
I am sure it is a great satisfaction to my brother Princes as it is to me, to find that
there is to be representation of the States at the Round Table Conference.
The question arises what should be the position of the  States in the constitution
that will come into being within the next year or two and the form   it may assume1
at a later  date,    I  have  tried  to answer this question to myself and I find, that my
thought is being expressed by Kipling's well-known.verse,
"Daughter am I in rny mother's house ;
"But mistress in my own."	•
This has been the insistent claim of the present generation of Indian Princes.
It must be, it will be, the claim of the States yis-a-vis any Government of India. * , ,
If it were necessary to make the position of myself and my brother Princes still
clearer, I would recall the famous resolution of the Imperial Conference of 1926,
which read;—"Their position and mutual relation maybe readily defined. They
are autonomous communities within the British Empire, equal in- status, in no way
subordinate one to another in any aspect of their domestic or external affairs, though
united by a common allegiance to the Crown and freely associated as members of
the British Commonwealth of Nations."
If you want to get an approximate notion of the attitude of the States, 'all you have
to do is to adopt this resolution in the light of the history of the British connectidn"
with the States which is enshrined in their subsisting treaties. Eliminate external
affairs, slightly qualify equality of status with due regard to factors that cannot be
ignored, substitute for the British Commonwealth of Nations the Federated States
of India, and you have ia a nutshell what is more or less in the mind of the States. •
This brings me to the question of Federation. This device has been' suggested
as the likeliest and the best solution of the Indian problem by many thinkers and
endorsed as such by many political leaders in British India. They all have, however,
insisted that over such a federation shouH be superimposed a strong Central
Government. It should be obvious that if the States are expected to consent to
federation, they cannot very well be left entirely outside that strong. Central Govern-
ment, whatever form their inclusion might take, and whatever form may be devised
it can only be introduced with their free and willing consent.	'	''	*
I feel that these observations are neither untimely nor inappropriate, With His
Excellency the Viceroy's pronouncement was published the correspondence between
the Right Hon. Mr. Ramsay MacDonald, the Prime Minister and the Right Hon.
Sir John Simon, the Chairman of the Simon Commission.	.
From this correspondence it is apparent that, although the original terms of'Sir r
John Simon's Commission strictly confined their investigation and their recommen-
dations to British India he has now enabled himself to formulate proposals, which '
must directly affect the States and may radically affect their interests,      ,' /    r>    ;  ,'
f This may turn   out to be a piece of good fortune for the' Stacks from^ their own
point of view,   It may easily be otherwise.   Therefore, it needs to be t said, plainly .
and without flinching that it is possible that the cause of the States, rnay go by
•»      ft	t .	*•*	*	•	'	r      i
default,	,
Sir John and his colleagues who did not themselves investigate th£ problem ^ of
the States will only have before them to go upon, (a) the evidence of British Indian
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